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Open office environment remains the dominating form of workspace. Driven by 

new-age technologies and meeting the needs of millennials, who prefer ad hoc, 

collaborative and remote meetings over the traditional ones, Modern Huddle 

Space meetings are preceding over formal meetings. 

With an aim to derive maximum productivity, businesses are widely opting for 

strategically small space integrated with intelligent video conferencing abilities to 

improve team collaboration and their productivity. 

Harness the power of enterprise level video conferencing on any standard display 

or panel with Thinker View that enables HD Video Collaboration and brings remote 

teams closer. Integrated with powerful hardware and built-in AI sensors, that make 

sure each participant in the huddle space is seen and heard well, delivers 10x more 

productivity than a normal meeting room discussion.

AI-Enabled

Collaboration Camera for

Modern Huddle Spaces
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Integrated with Camera and microphone 

array, Thinker View has an ultra-sleek 

unibody design built that’s easy to 

integrate in any Flat Panel display and 

instantly elevates the meeting room’s 

aesthetic appeal. 

It comes with an advanced 1080p, 

ultra-wide angle camera, that ensures 

even people sitting close to the screen or 

sitting at the other end of the meeting 

room are captured well.

 

Quad MEMS beamforming Mic Array is 

optimized for multiple settings – huddle 

rooms as well as medium sized meeting 

rooms with a range of 5m that can be 

extended up to 20m.

While its automatic noise suppression 

reduces meeting disruptions.

Integrated

Design
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A plug and play device that gets connected to the 

PC/laptop/panel via I/O Micro USB, allows quick 

connection without any fumbling with color-coded 

cables or multiple plugs. It gets fixed on the display 

through EZ Mounting that is engineered to be strong 

and durable that does not require any drill or special 

tools.

Plug and Play

Micro USB port

EZ Mount
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MeetEQ, the AI powering the camera and Mic Array enables intelligence in Video Conferencing.

The camera auto-tags the participants and captures their attentiveness in the meeting while the mic 

array supports all Conversational UI platforms including Windows built-in Cortana.

The AI-powered wide-angle camera captures the video without any distortion so that everyone can be 

seen clearly, even in the small huddle space while the rolling shutter takes quick and crisp movement and 

produces the images in precisely tuned optics. 

Participants can give voice command to 

the device without using peripherals. 

MeetEQ
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The MeetEQ AI-powered wide-angle 

camera is equipped with low 

distortion lens and 1080p optics 

deliver remarkable video quality in 

the meeting room, marking 

everyone’s presence with HD video 

and audio. This USB powered device 

is highly compatible with every 

meeting room size, from huddle 

room, medium size to a big sized 

meeting room.

The MeetEQ AI powering the camera  

understands the environment and 

responds to it in real-time. It delivers 

intelligent viewing capabilities such 

as tagging the participants and 

auto-framing the speaker and 

keeping a record for actionable 

insights.

MeetEQ
Camera
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Thinker

Beamforming MEMS Microphone gives an omnidirectional response and ends the participants’ struggle to be heard by everyone.

The powerful MEMS mic array that has a pickup range of 5 meters and can be extended up to 20 meters ensures that the participants from anywhere in the 

meeting room are heard clearly eliminating the necessity to come closer to the mic while talking. The MeetEQ AI-enabled microphone has Voice Activity Detection 

(VAD) and Direction of Arrival (DOA) feature that focuses the microphone directly on the speaker.

The MeetEQ AI powering the mic array enables Conversational UI allowing the users to speak rather spending more time entering syntax-specific commands or 

clicking icons. This intelligence also differentiates and suppresses the undesirable background noise from human speech with Full-duplex Acoustic Echo 

Cancellation (AEC).  

MeetEQ
Microphone

Beamforming Microphone array

Voice Activated LED
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Thinker View is compatible with all the major 

collaboration tools like Zoom, Google Hangout, 

Slack, and Microsoft Teams so that in-house and 

remote team remain connected any time.

Thinker View has all the tools needed to deliver a 

streamlined enterprise-grade video conferencing 

for every meeting size.

Compatibility





Accessories (Optional)

Add an aesthetic appeal to your meeting room with Cybernetyx Flat 

Panel, which has a sleek and compact premium display that looks as 

good as it performs. It is optimized for heavy usage and blends easily 

with any dynamic workspaces and enables the team to collaborate 

on 4K UHD resolution with spectacular viewing experiences. This 

gen-next smart display features anti-glare coating and highly 

durable Mohs-7 toughened glass to withstand any scratch.

Cybernetyx® FP65

The world’s most unique whiteboard camera that transforms 

any whiteboard into an online collaboration place by digitising 

its content. Capture the real-time view of whiteboard with 

proprietary embedded video processing technology that 

scans and extracts the content written on whiteboard, 

removes distortion, shadows, people and objects in front of 

whiteboard before transmitting a lucid image to any 

computing device.

BoardScan
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Thinker™ View Specifications

* Disclaimer: Product specifications and data are subject to change without notice to improve reliability, functions, design or otherwise. All features and colors mentioned are not available on all models.

Cross Platform Support (BYOD) Only Windows® and macOS®

Camera View Angle 110°

Connectivity I/O Micro USB, DC In

Accessories (Standard) Micro USB cable

Full HD 1080pCamera Quality

4 Acoustic MEMS MicrophonesMicrophone

Voice Capture Distance 5m Radius Voice Capture (extendable upto 20m depending on environment conditions)

Microphone Features VAD (Voice Activity Detection) and DOA (Direction of Arrival)

Accessories (Optional) -Cybernetyx® FP65

-BoardScan

Integrated Voice DSP Features 4-mic adaptive beam-former

Full-duplex Acoustic Echo Cancellation( AEC) with barge-in support (upto 50dB att.)

De-reverberation, noise suppression (upto 15dB att.), Automatic Gain Control (AEC)

Power Requirement 5V
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*  Disclaimer: Product specifications and data are subject to change without notice to improve reliability, functions, design or otherwise. All features and colors mentioned are not available on all models
** 4K is supported with usb 3.0 only

Cybernetyx® FP65

Diagonal Size 65"

Resolution 3840 x 2160

Power Supply AC 220V / 50Hz

Power Consumption Typical 60W

LED 60HzType

400 cd/m2Brightness

upto 5000:1Contrast

Viewing Angle (H/V) H:≥70°, V:≥60°

Speaker Type Built-in Speaker (10W x 2)

Connectivity

Power Consumption Standby ≤0.5W

Wall mount, Mounting screws, RemoteAccessories (Standard)

1000mV/Lux-sec-sec

Power

Electronic rolling shutterShutter

5V

Current 200mA

FOV 184°

Accessories (Standard) Wallmount, Mounting screws, 5m USB cable

BoardScan

6ft x 4ft (1.8m x 1.2m)Max. Whiteboard/Greenboard size supported

3840 x 2160Resolution

Sensitivity

Connectivity USB

I/OHDMI® (3), USB 2.0(2), Micro SD, AV Input, RF, YPbPr, VGA+Audio, AV Output, RJ45, Digital audio Output 

Optional Accessory Specifications
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About Cybernetyx®

Cybernetyx® is a pioneer and leader in developing Perceptual AI devices that augment our learning and thinking spaces to transform our 

knowledge work. In 2009, we invented EyeRIS® vision technology - that allowed machines to 'see' and understand human touch and gestures 

on large surfaces, and now powers products from nearly all of the leading display companies in the world such as NEC, ViewSonic, and others.

Key Facts About Cybernetyx®

Trusted Interactive Technology Provider for Global OEMs

Users GloballyDevice InstallationsYears of Innovation
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Leaders in Perceptual AI Devices and Platforms

Education | Business | Consumer

For more information

Visit us: www.cybernetyx.com

Write to us: hello@cybernetyx.com

Address

Hannover : Georgstraße 38, 30159, Hannover, Germany, Ph: +49 (0)511 93621 188

Delhi NCR: Plot no. C-98, Sector- 65, NOIDA, 201301, Ph: +91 (0)120 435 9466

Bangalore: 1144, Sector 7, HSR Layout, 560102, India, Ph: +91 (0)888 474 3388


